
NEW HOLSTEIN HIGH SCHOOL TEENS TAKE UP CHALLENGE TO 

REPLACE BULLYING WITH COMPASSION 
 

Challenge Day® program promotes mutual respect and acceptance in schools and communities 
 
WE ARE LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS! 
  
For 1 out of 4 teens, bullying, violence, and other forms of oppression are a part of a typical school 
day. Many are afraid to walk down the halls for fear of being teased or humiliated. Others feel so alone 
and frightened that they cannot even pay attention in their classes.  
 
Vowing to have a different, more caring experience for New Holstein teens, New Holstein High School is 
bringing the acclaimed day-long Challenge Day to the school on Monday, Dec 7th Over 100 teens and 
20-25 adult volunteers will experience the hands-on workshop, which is designed to break down 
barriers and cliques that separate teens in school, and promote understanding, acceptance, and love. 
 
At a Challenge Day, teenage students, teachers, school counselors, parents, and members of the 
community are challenged to step out of their comfort zones, open their hearts, and build connections 
with others. Trained Challenge Day facilitators guide participants through a carefully-designed series of 
games, activities, and trust-building exercises that break down the walls of separation and create new 
levels of empathy and respect.  
 
The Challenge Day program reduces teasing and bullying, teaches tools for peaceful conflict resolution, 
and inspires teens and adults to work together as forces for positive change in their schools and the 
world. Some participants describe the program as life-changing. 
 
Motivated by a vision that love and connection are possible in schools, New Holstein High School is 
asking for your help...we need adult volunteers, men and women alike, to participate in this day long 
program...It's an emotional experience, but if you are up for the Challenge and would like to make a 
difference in these kids lives, please call Ms. Casey Mertens at the above contact info..You need no 
formal training or specialized background....just a love for the children of this community and the hope 
for change... 
 
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO SPONSOR A CHILD(CHILDREN)FOR $40,EACH, PLEASE ALSO CONTACT CASEY AND 
MAKE YOUR COMMITTMENT. 
 
To learn more about the work of Challenge Day, please visit www.challengeday.org.  
 
 
 
New Holstein High School Contact Ms. Casey Mertens 
920-898-4256 

cmertens@nhsd.k12.wi.us 
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